
~The Palace at Versailles Analogy~

Royals are sovereign over commoners
Natives are sovereign over aliens.

The situation of the sumptuously wealthy estates of monarchs like the French king at Ver-
sailles is analogous to that of the relationships that exists within a nation.  In both situations, we
see different types of people.  Some are of the ownership class (the royals) while others are of
the supporting class (the commoners living on the grounds).

The royal family owns the palace and estate (as a nation is owned by its members) and can
allow whomever it wishes to visit and reside either within its boundaries or within its walls.
Those who maintain the grounds live in cottages within the estate boundaries.  They are mem-
bers of the estate family.  They are not members of the palace family since they are not of the
group that maintains and lives in the palace.

Those grounds keepers are analogous to U.S. citizens who are not citizens of any State of the
Union, as are Puerto Ricans, Guamians, and Virgin Islanders.  They have a peculiar relationship
to the natives of the States because they are distant and unrelated peoples.  They are not mem-
bers of the family of the States of America.  They are outside, but not treated as outsiders be-
cause the sovereign owns the property on which they live, and he (The United States) has
granted them citizenship status.

Those who live and work inside the palace are analogous to immigrants to a nation that is not
their own.  They have no ownership rights and are not of the same blood as the owners of the
estate/ nation where they live and work.  They are members of the palace family but not mem-
bers of the Royal family.

Since the palace is their home, they can be and will be called upon to protect it from fire and
attack.  If they were to be involved in setting fires or assisting an attack, they would be shot as
traitors to their own home even though it is not the home of their birth and up-bringing.  They
are expected to be loyal to the owners and their shared home and palace family.

 Similarly, immigrants can be conscripted into the American military, and charged with trea-
son for disloyalty to their adopted country even though they are not citizens.

Who are the Royals analogous to?  To the Americans.  They own America, its lands (estate)
and its cities and treasures (the Palace and all of its wealth)  They are the natives of the nation,
-not because they were native-born, but because they were born of natives, -just as the Royals
are not royal because they were born within the Royal palace, but because they were born of
Royal blood.

Members of the Palace family eventually have children, born under its roof.  That does not
make them, nor their children, members of the royal family.  They are still non-royal, but their
children are something more than just outsiders allowed to work in the palace.  The palace is
their one and only home.  They can be expected to be even more devoted to it than their parents
who have other attachments from their previous life situation.

As they grow up, they may be entrusted with responsibilities that those insiders from the out-
side, such as their parents, would not be entrusted with.  One of those responsibilities would not



be commander of the Royal Guard.  Only one of  noble blood will be entrusted with that crucial
position.  But one could serve directly under the commander as his executive officer.

Those who live and work as members of the palace family have carte blanche permission to
leave and reenter the palace at will, and if they are found worthy, may be granted a lifetime ap-
pointment with full job security.  Then they are truly insiders and enjoy a status that is akin to
quasi-adoption by the royals (naturalization), and will be included in consultations about how
best to manage the estate.

They are then in a position analogous to naturalized citizens.  They are not royal by blood but
their opinion may carry as much weight as those of bickering children of royal blood.  The pal-
ace-born children of non-permanent staff (immigrants) will also enjoy a similar importance when
they are adults even though they also are not of royal blood.

The analogy ends at this point because in regard to citizenship, fiction enters the picture, legal
fiction.  By the fundamental American fiction of citizenship equality, all citizens are the equiva-
lent of the natives, the royals, the sovereigns of the nation, with there being no higher nor lower
class of citizenship.  All citizens are equal regardless of the origin of their citizenship, -except in
regard to one single solitary position; that being the position of Command in Chief of American
military and nuclear force.  He must be a real American royal, born of Americans, the child of
natives, the natural off-spring of sovereign citizens of the nation, -a citizen by American blood,
and not American legal fiction.

Only such a citizen can be entrusted with command of the Palace Guard equivalency.  Neither
original outsiders nor their children can be so entrusted because the stakes are too high to trust
those whose loyalty might be divided by attachments to other places, and peoples, and govern-
ments, and rulers.  The commander of American power must have no possibility of attachments
to any foreign power.

He must have a singular allegiance to America and America alone.  Such allegiance cannot be
taken for granted as being ascribable to non-Americans or their children even if born within the
estate boundaries of American borders.

For both better and worse, that is what the framers of the Constitution mandated for the office
of President.  That means that in order to be faithful to the Constitution, Marco Rubio, Bobby
Jindal, and Ted Cruz would have to acknowledge their ineligibility to serve as President since they
were not born of American couples.

The problem is that the Constitution has already been grossly violated twice by Barack Obama,
and the damage he and his kind have inflicted is massive and in dire need of repair.  And who do
the conservatives have on hand as potential repairman?  The list is pathetically short because most
American politicians are men who have never served in the military, much less in war, and have
little grasp of reality nor what real leadership is.

The men and women of American politics do not rise above their peers and stand out as definite
quality leadership material but some of those with closer connections to third-world nations have



a much greater appreciation for America and her Constitution.  It is their familiarity with foreign
realities that makes them even more pro-American than their native-born citizen brethren.

So we are left with a choice; do we decide to chose what is best for us, or what is best for
constitutional fidelity?  One can preclude one or the other to our detriment but there’s no one who
can tell how great the down-side of either choice would be.  Welcome to the American existential
political conundrum.  By being true to the Constitution, conservatives could win the constitutional
eligibility battle and lose the war to secure constitutional values underneath the policies of the
White House.  Pick your poison.

We at about at the point where conservatives may have to ask themselves what they value more;
full fidelity to the Constitution or survival?  Their enemy is not about winning ideological points
but about winning raw power by any means.  They bring a gun to the fight.  Do conservatives think
it is just fine to only bring a wooden shield and a Billy-club?

Just how wise is it to play by the rules when the enemy plays by no rules?  They pretty much
already own all of the major institutions in America.  Isn’t it about time that conservatives armed
themselves for a war that might be already lost being as it may be impossible to stop the eventual
consequences of the ongoing fiscal irresponsibility that has been egregiously perpetrated by both
parties for decades?

  And in addition to that there is the well-planned and stealth-executed deliberate gradual
“browning” of America via the allowed influx of peoples with socialistic sentiments about
government and who will always vote for Democrats.  And in addition to that there is the
socialist-Marxist take-over of the Democrat Party by atheists, corrupt unionists, recipients of
government’s distribution of massive amounts of “borrowed” money, radical environmental
devotees who desire major reductions in population numbers and the accessories of modernity,
extremist homosexuals, abortion-rights adherents, elite corporations that are in bed with the
big-spending agenda of the Democrat Party, and wealthy statist utopian-idealists who all only live
for today and condemn the future to oblivion by total neglect of consideration for where the path
they are paving is leading for new American businesses and (non)-workers who can’t find a decent
job to save their life.

Read the fable of the Grasshopper & the Ant.  It contains a lesson that America is going to learn
the very hard and painful way in the not very distant future if we remain on the path that we are
on.  It is not a conservative path, and the “opposition party” offers little opposition to the
ever-greater enlargement of national power over the citizenry.

That is evidenced by the fact that over five times as many Republican Representatives should
have signed on to the lawsuit by a private citizen which challenged the health care monstrosity on
the grounds that it imposes massive new taxes but originated in the Senate, in violation of the
Constitution.  Only 40 out of 234 signed to show their resistance to the total usurpation of their
constitutional authority by the socialist Democrats in the Senate.  I want to say that the pendulum
will swing the other way any day now, but with such non-devotion to American values and
constitutional fidelity like that, I can’t see that day anywhere on the horizon.  Can you?
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